Smash Bros: Orchestrated Chaos Part 15: Scrooge McAndrew

Andrew is still wandering the Pipe Labyrinth.
Andrew: I’m hungry and cold and tired and lost and need to use the restroom. I
don’t get it. What did I do to deserve this?
???: Aaaaaaandreeeeeewww…
Andrew: Who’s there? It better not be Sean Connery again!
???: It is I!
Andrew: Who?
???: Me!
Andrew: You?
Gannon: Me! Gannon!
Andrew: Ohhh… Wait, who are you?
Gannon: I’ll be the Jacob Marley in this story.
Andrew: Who?
Gannon: Your life is messed up, and I’m here to show you why, so shut up and listen.
Andrew: Do I have to?
Gannon: Yes.
The two are transported to the past, where Andrew and Ryan are commenting on a
Super Smash Bros: Melee match.
Past Andrew: You know, if we were Team Rocket, I’d be James and you’d be Jesse.
Ryan sighs and facepalms.
Past Andrew: What?
Ryan slowly looks up, then sighs and facepalms again.
Gannon: That was your past. Now, here is your present!
Andrew is wandering through the Pipe Labyrinth, accompanied by Adam West. They
arrive at an intersection, which has been marked by a sign.

Andrew: Let’s see… it says that the exit is to the right, while there’s a snack bar to
the left. However, to get to the snack bar, I’d have to cross through a horrible
nightmare world.
Andrew pauses to think.
Andrew: Eh, how bad could this “horrible nightmare world” be, anyway?
He runs off to the left.
Gannon: And here is your future!
The scene changes again, revealing Andrew reclined on a couch, surrounded by
women, stacks of money, and a mound of fried chicken. He’s sporting a trendy goatee
and watching an episode of Most Extreme Elimination Challenge on a milewide TV.
Andrew: Best. Future. Ever.
Gannon: No! That’s not the future I’m supposed to show you!
Andrew: Too late – I’ve already found out that personal effort has no bearing on
success. Thanks!
Gannon: No! You don’t understand! You were supposed to learn an important lesson
from this experience!
Andrew: Pssh, like that was gonna happen.
Gannon: Do you even care?
Andrew: What do you mean?
Gannon: You killed me!
Andrew thinks for a moment.
Andrew: You know, I’m pretty sure I would’ve remembered something like that.
Gannon: You shoved me under a bus!
Andrew: So?
Gannon: You were also driving the bus!
Andrew: Big deal – I run over stuff all the time. Ever wonder what happened to
Mighty the Armadillo? Yeah, that was me.
Gannon: And then you backed up and ran over me again!
Andrew: So I overshot you a little.
Gannon: Then you dumped me in an open manhole cover!

Andrew: Why can’t you learn to let go? I mean, you’re a ghost now. If anything, you
should be thanking me.
Gannon: That’s it. I’m sending you to the horrible nightmare world.
Andrew is sent to a small room.
Andrew: Huh. This doesn’t seem so bad.
Al Franken: Hello. I’m Al Franken.
Andrew: I guess it could be worse…
Rosie O’Donnell: All right! Fresh meat!
Andrew: ****.

???: Hi, I’m the Explanation Fairy. You’ll probably be seeing me around here quite a
bit, especially as Andrew continues to pile on nonsensical subplots featuring
random people he knows in a way completely divorced from reality. You see,
Gannon (as well as Caleb and Chad) are friends of his. However, in order to protect
their identities, he’s only borrowed their names instead of their personalities. I can
assure you that they are nothing like this in real life. Especially Gannon, who is
actually alive at the moment.
Andrew, on the other hand, is in fact an idiot.
Andrew: I heard that!
Explanation Fairy: Bite me!
Andrew: Just for that I’m going to make the next part of this story as random as
possible! How do you like that?
Explanation Fairy: Bring it!

The Master Chief, who is wearing a stereotypical maid outfit over his MJOLNIR armor,
skips through a field of flowers while singing “AirMan Will Not Die.” He’s carrying a
picnic basket in one hand, and a trombone in the other.
Master Chief: Hello, ma’am. Do you how do?
Gravemind: Fifty‐seven!
Master Chief: I give you this tromboner in the name of Colin Mochrie.
Explanation Fairy: It’s going to be a long night…

